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Blue Belt Programme scientist Simeon Archer-Rand lowers an underwater camera to collect images of
the seabed during the 2019 Henderson Expedition. Image credit: Luke Hosty, Protect Blue.
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and International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT)
tuna tagging projects. These ongoing
projects monitor local stock levels and
help assess how many tunas reside in St
Helena’s waters as the seasons change.
During the 2019 RRS Discovery Expedition,
the Blue Belt Programme visited important
tuna fishing grounds in St Helena. The team
studied the behaviour of tuna prey in these
areas to understand why particular areas
are so popular with tuna.
In the past year, the Blue Belt Programme
has also trained the St Helena Government
marine section team in several tuna tagging
techniques, developing on island skills and
capability.

Blue Belt scientist Serena Wright tagging and
releasing tuna with the local fishing industry

Working with St Helena Government marine section
team on tuna tagging techniques.
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St Helena

Samples collected during the RRS Discovery
Expedition 100 to St Helena and Tristan da Cunha.

Understanding and
protecting biodiversity
Large scale surveys raise the profile
of marine protection within the local
community, provide opportunities for
increased stakeholder engagement
and raise awareness of ongoing marine
conservation and protection programmes.
Over the last year the Blue Belt Programme
analysed the key findings from the 2019
RRS Discovery Expedition 100. Physical
specimens, oceanographic samples,
and camera footage provided a wealth
of data about St Helena’s environment.
Oceanographic data showed the
phytoplankton were most productive 100m
below the surface of the water. At this
depth they could access both nutrient rich
deep waters and sunlight. Phytoplankton
sustain the productivity of marine food
webs in St Helena. The cameras and
trawls revealed important deep-water
communities including cold-water coral
reefs and coral gardens, which offer refuge
to many deep-sea species.
In December 2019, an underwater
mountain in St Helena was added to
a global map of the seafloor by the
International Hydrographic Organisation.
The underwater structure, known as a
seamount, is twice the height of the UK’s
tallest mountain and is over 2,500 metres
high. It was mapped during the joint British
Antarctic Survey and Blue Belt Programme
survey to St Helena and Tristan da Cunha
on the RRS James Clark Ross in 2018.

deploying assets, such as patrol vessels, to
areas at greatest risk of illegal fishing.
Over the past year the Blue Belt
Programme worked with OceanMind
(Catapult) on satellite surveillance and
Automatic Identification System (AIS)
monitoring operations over several
UK Overseas Territories. The Blue Belt
Programme also worked with the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) to develop
a process to rapidly obtain satellite images
across the UKOTs on a reactive basis.
Satellite surveillance provides a
sophisticated evidence base to allow
the Blue Belt team to work with the UK
Overseas Territories to address the threats.
Information is collated in a secure database
then fed back into the risk profiling
process.
During 2019/2020 surveillance operations,
the Blue Belt Programme provided live
operational support in eight operations
in Tristan da Cunha, Ascension and
St Helena with vessel patrol support
provided for SGSSI and BIOT. In the same
time period, the Blue Belt Programme
generated 286 intelligence reports from
a range of sources including AIS, various
satellite sources and third parties. This is
almost double that of the previous year.
Intelligence is information about a potential
offence that is assessed and reviewed.
In the past year, the Blue Belt Programme
created a Blue Belt Surveillance and
Intelligence Hub - a centralised point
to collate, analyse and disseminate

Working with ZSL to trial long-range unmanned aerial
vehicles for maritime surveillance.
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Cross territory

intelligence to the UK Overseas Territories.
The hub provides the following functions:
surveillance, intelligence management,
international enforcement liaison,
enforcement capacity building, assistance
with international obligations and
data management for compliance and
enforcement records.
A first iteration training package is
now available on the MMO’s learning
management system, covering all aspects
of enforcement officer training. During
the recent drone trial in British Indian
Ocean Territory, the Blue Belt team
worked collaboratively with the MRAG
Senior Fisheries Protection Officer to film
a comprehensive training scenario that
will form the basis of the next iteration.
Officers from Tristan da Cunha also actively
participated in fisheries protection work in
the UK aboard patrol vessel Ocean Osprey,
giving them a practical, first-hand training
experience.

Technology
The Blue Belt Programme is collaborating
with the Zoological Society of London
(ZSL) to trial long-range unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) for maritime surveillance.
Over the past year trials have taken place
in the British Indian Ocean Territory
and Uganda. The trials highlighted both
the potential that drones offer, and the
challenges associated with the application
of the technology to gather evidence in UK
Overseas Territories.

Blue Belt Programme team member Dan Ward
testing a long-range unmanned aerial vehicle.
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